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are shown to yield different property ascriptions, even when the proper 
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1. Introduction

In their seminal paper, Vermaas and Dieks (1995) propose a rule of 
property ascription which remedies what they call a deficiency of the 
modal interpretation at that stage of development – a deficiency that it 
could only be used to ascribe properties to subsystems of a composite 
system in a pure state. Their rule is to have properties of any given 
system picked out by the spectral resolution of the density operator 
representing the statistical state of the system. Since, for any system – 
whether pure or mixed (properly or improperly); isolated from or 
interacting with other systems – we can represent its statistical state by 
a density operator that generates all measurement predictions conforming 
to empirical results, Vermaas and Dieks’ rule makes it possible to 
ascribe properties to any systems.

In Vermaas and Dieks’ presentation of the rule, density operators 
always result from tracing out degrees of freedom of larger systems, and 
so represent states of improper mixtures. Yet, one may try to apply 
their rule even to proper mixtures and see what property ascriptions will 
result.1) Since it is generally accepted that proper and improper mixtures 
should be handled differently, i.e., an ignorance interpretation may be 
appropriate for proper mixtures at least in some cases while it is 
inadequate for improper mixtures, the question arises whether application 
of Vermaas and Dieks’ rule to the statistical states representing proper 
mixtures will cause any conflict with an ignorance interpretation. The 

 1) In personal correspondence, Dennis Dieks and Pieter Vermaas have made it 
clear that their modal interpretation does respect the distinction between 
proper and improper mixtures. In my terminology to be introduced shortly, 
it is the DVD scheme, not the IVD scheme, that they endorse. Yet, this 
point and the reason why one has to do so have not been made clear. 
Rather, their paper gives the impression, as we will see in §3, that the 
distinction does not matter to their modal interpretation.
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question is addressed by Vermaas and Dieks at the end of their paper. 
They say that there is actually a case where such a conflict arises: 
While proper mixtures may result from mixing non-orthogonal pure 
states and thus the standard ignorance interpretation (to be defined in 
§2) leads to the attribution of properties corresponding to the 
non-orthogonal states, their rule always leads to the attribution of 
properties corresponding to orthogonal states. They argue, however, that 
the conflict does not imply the inadequacy of their rule when applied 
directly to density operators representing states of proper mixtures. For 
property ascriptions yielded by their rule, they claim, stand empirically 
on a par with those given by the standard ignorance interpretation.

I argue that application of Vermaas and Dieks’ rule to density 
operators representing proper mixtures causes much more serious 
conflicts with the standard ignorance interpretation than Vermaas and 
Dieks describe. Conflicts occur even when the appropriateness of the 
standard ignorance interpretation is the least controversial, i.e., when a 
proper mixture results from mixing orthogonal states with all distinct 
weights (§4). Furthermore, it will be shown that property ascriptions 
yielded by their rule do not stand empirically on a par with those given 
by the standard ignorance interpretations, and that there is reason to 
believe that the latter are empirically better than the former (§5). These 
points show that application of Vermaas and Dieks’ rule must start by 
respecting the distinction between proper and improper mixtures and by 
using the wisdom of the standard ignorance interpretation for proper 
mixtures. 

At the end of the paper I discuss the implications of these points on 
attempts to motivate and refute Vermaas and Dieks’ rule (§6). I argue 
that without an adequate distinction and different treatment of proper 
and improper mixtures, Clifton (1995)’s argument to motivate the rule 
either is incomplete or yields a wrong rule of property ascription, and 
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Donald (1998)’s argument to refute the rule does not establish its 
conclusion. The presentation of my arguments follows a brief summary 
of Vermaas and Dieks’ rule and their discussion of the discrepancy 
between property ascriptions of their rule and those of the standard 
ignorance interpretation (§§2-3).

2. Vermaas and Dieks’ rule and the standard ignorance 
interpretation

According to the modal interpretation proposed by Kochen (1985), 
properties are assigned to components of a composite system as follows. 
Consider a composite system ω comprised of component systems α and 
β, and suppose that it is in a pure state represented by a vector |ψω〉
∈ ℋω = ℋα⊗ℋβ, where ℋω, ℋα, and ℋβ are Hilbert spaces for ω, 
α, and β, respectively. By the so-called biorthogonal decomposition 
theorem, there exist orthonormal sets of vectors {αi} and {βi} of ℋα 
and ℋβ, respectively, and a set of non-zero complex numbers {ci} such 
that

|ψω〉= ∑i ci|αi〉|βi〉.

Then, in case |ci|’s are all distinct, system α and system β are said 
to possess properties represented by projection operators |αi〉〈αi| and |βi〉
〈βi|, respectively, with probability |ci|2 for some i. Call this rule of 
property ascription the restricted rule. Applications of the restricted rule 
are confined to cases where composite systems are in pure states.

Vermaas and Dieks (1995)’ proposal extends the restricted rule as 
follows. Consider any system ω that is an improper mixture, and 
suppose that its state is represented by a density operator Wω=∑i ωi|ωi〉
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〈ωi|, where {|ωi〉} is an orthonormal set of vectors of the Hilbert space 
ℋω of ω, and ωi’s are all distinct and non-zero. Then, Vermaas and 
Dieks’ rule picks out the set {<ωi, |ωi〉〈ωi|>}, which is interpreted as 
the set of ordered pairs of probabilities and projectors such that the 
projector and the probability in each pair are a property the system can 
possibly possess and the probability that the system possesses that 
property. Following Vermaas (1999)’ later terminology, let us call such 
a set a core property ascription (p. 43).2) And call this rule the VD 
rule. The VD rule is an extension of the restricted rule, for it produces 
the same property ascriptions as the restricted rule does when applied to 
subsystems of any composite system in a pure state, and yet it does not 
impose any restriction on the state of such a composite system. 
Knowledge of the state of any system, as long as the system is in a 
pure state or an improper mixture, is sufficient to determine what 
properties the system can possess.

Finally, what I call SI, short for the standard ignorance 
interpretation, is as follows: If an ensemble system is prepared by 
mixing n individual systems in pure (not necessarily orthogonal) states |
ψ1〉, |ψ2〉, ..., |ψn〉, then each individual system in the ensemble is in 
one of those pure states. It is well known that SI is not tenable for 
improper mixtures whose states are gotten by partially tracing out the 

 2) Projection operators appearing in a core property ascription do not cover all 
definite properties which Vermaas and Dieks’ modal interpretation and its 
variants ascribe to a system. Most versions of the modal interpretation 
ascribe additional definite properties represented by projection operators that 
are not in a core property ascription, but in a set generated by the core 
property ascription. Vermaas (1999) calls such a set a full property 
ascription (pp. 63ff). Thus, what definite properties the modal interpretation 
assigns to a system depends not only on a rule for core property ascriptions 
but also on a rule for full property ascriptions. For a discussion on possible 
conflicts between the ignorance interpretation and various proposals for full 
property ascriptions, see the appendix.
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residual degrees of freedom of a composite system in a pure state. 
Moreover, the non-unique decomposability of quantum mixtures makes 
SI problematic even for proper mixtures. However, there are cases 
where the applicability of SI to proper mixtures is the least challenged, 
i.e., cases where an ensemble system is prepared by mixing individual 
systems in mutually orthogonal pure states with all distinct weights. For, 
if the state of a proper mixture is represented by a density operator, 
say, W = ∑i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, with |ψi〉’s all mutually orthogonal and pi’s all 
distinct, then this decomposition of W into pairwise orthogonal states is 
unique. 

In several passages of their paper, Vermaas and Dieks make it clear 
that their rule is only for improper mixtures. Yet, they also raise the 
question “how the modal interpretation deals with the paradigmatic cases 
..., in which the standard [ignorance] interpretation works with proper 
mixtures” (p. 155). In some cases, the VD rule does not cause any 
conflict with SI, when applied to density operators representing proper 
mixtures. If a proper mixture is prepared in the way described above, 
whose state is represented by W = ∑i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, where |ψi〉’s are all 
mutually orthogonal and pi’s are all distinct, then the VD rule says that 
the system has one of the properties represented by |ψi〉〈ψi|’s, and this 
is exactly what SI implies.3) Yet, proper mixtures may also result from 
mixing non-orthogonal states, and so SI may lead to an assignment of 
possible properties corresponding to non-orthogonal projection operators. 
Then a conflict arises between SI and the VD rule, for the VD rule 

 3) SI does not in itself ascribe any properties to the system. Yet, few deny 
that a system in a pure state represented by a vector |ψ〉 can be said to 
possess the property represented by |ψ〉〈ψ| – this is the part of the 
so-called eigenvalue-eigenstate link that is not rejected by Vermaas and 
Dieks’ modal interpretation nor by any version of the modal interpretation 
so far proposed. With this generally accepted rule added, we can say that 
the above property ascription is what SI implies.
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always selects a set of orthogonal projection operators. Let us see how 
Vermaas and Dieks present and handle such a case.

3. Conflicts between the modal rule and the ignorance 
interpretation: Vermaas and Dieks’ case and their solution

Vermaas and Dieks present the following case where a conflict 
between the VD rule and SI arises. Suppose that a preparation device π 
triggers a system σ whose state is represented either by |ϕσ〉 or by |φσ〉 
depending on the outcome of a random device ρ, where |ϕσ〉 and |φσ〉 
are not orthogonal. Let |Rρ

1〉 and |Rρ
2〉 represent the state of ρ having 

given outcomes ‘1’ and ‘2’ with probabilities |c1|2 and |c2|2, respectively; 
|Pπϕ〉 and |Pπφ〉 the state of π having produced system σ in |ϕσ〉 and |φσ〉
corresponding to the outcome of ‘1’ and ‘2’, respectively. Then, 
Vermaas and Dieks say that the total state after the preparation is c1|Rρ

1〉
|Pπϕ〉|ϕσ〉 + c2|Rρ

2〉|Pπφ〉|φσ〉.

And they add:
 

Application of the modal interpretation now shows that the 
prepared system possesses neither the property |ϕσ〉〈ϕσ| nor 
the property |φσ〉〈φσ| if |ϕσ〉 and |φσ〉 are not orthogonal. 
Instead, the applicable physical magnitudes are given by the 
spectral resolution of the density operator [ |c1|2|ϕσ〉〈ϕσ| + 
|c2|2|φσ〉〈φσ|]. The picture given by the modal interpretation 
here clearly deviates from the one connected with the 
traditional interpretation of proper mixtures (Vermaas and 
Dieks 1995, p. 157).

There is something unclear in the above passage. Vermaas and Dieks 
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do not say explicitly whether the vector above represents a pure state of 
the total system or a mixed state (with some superposition rule in the 
background). If it represents a pure state, then system σ, whose state 
will be represented by the density operator |c1|2|ϕσ〉〈ϕσ| + |c2|2|φσ〉〈φσ|, 
is an improper mixture. Then, no application of SI to proper mixtures 
occurs here. Thus what Vermaas and Dieks say should be understood as 
follows. Suppose that, after a preparation like above, the total system is 
a proper mixture whose state is represented as

|c1|2|Rρ
1〉|Pπϕ〉|ϕσ〉〈Rρ

1|〈Pπϕ|〈ϕσ| + |c2|2|Rρ
2〉|Pπφ〉|φσ〉〈Rρ

2|〈Pπφ|〈φσ|,

or, more simply, that system σ is a proper mixture represented as

|c1|2|ϕσ〉〈ϕσ| + |c2|2|φσ〉〈φσ|.

Then, according to SI, system σ is actually in state |ϕσ〉 or in |φσ〉, 
which in turn implies that σ possesses either the property |ϕσ〉〈ϕσ| or 
the property |φσ〉〈φσ| with probabilities |c1|2 and |c2|2, respectively. On 
the other hand, the VD rule ascribes neither of the properties to σ, for 
|ϕσ〉 and |φσ〉 are not orthogonal. Thus, a conflict arises between SI and 
the VD rule.

Note that SI itself does not ascribe properties to proper mixtures. SI 
says, in our case, just that the state of system σ is |ϕσ〉 and |φσ〉. To 
ascribe the properties mentioned above, we need to assume that if any 
system is in a pure state |α〉 then it has the property represented by 
|α〉〈α|. This assumption is already incorporated into the VD rule. Thus, 
the discrepancy between the two ways of property ascription can be 
viewed as a discrepancy between the two schemes of property 
ascription, one of which results from applying the VD rule directly to 
the density operator representing the proper mixture, and the other from 
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first identifying the pure states composing the proper mixture by the 
guidance of SI and then applying the VD rule to each case of the pure 
states separately. Let’s call the first scheme the IVD (indiscriminate VD) 
scheme, and the second the DVD (discriminate VD) scheme.4) Vermaas 
and Dieks’ example is a case where these two schemes ascribe different 
properties to the same system.

On this discrepancy of the two property ascriptions, Vermaas and 
Dieks remark:

The preparation device by itself has either the properties 
associated with “having prepared a system σ in state |ϕσ〉” or 
“having prepared a system σ in state |φσ〉.” This should be so 
in order to avoid a contradiction with observation. But ... 
[according to the VD rule] the properties of the preparation 
device are surprisingly not reflected in the properties of the 
prepared system itself. However, this does not lead to a 
conflict with observation. The results of subsequent 
measurements on the prepared system only depend on the total 
density operator [|c1|2|ϕσ〉〈ϕσ| + |c2|2|φσ〉〈φσ|], and not on its 
resolution. This is just the point of the standard objection to 
the ignorance interpretation of mixtures: on the basis of 
measurements on the system alone it cannot be determined 
which pure state it actually is in. The non-standard ignorance 
interpretation yielded by the modal approach can for that very 
reason not be rejected on empirical grounds (ibid.).

Rephrased in my terminology, Vermaas and Dieks’ argument is that, 
even if the ascriptions of properties according to the DVD scheme were 
the right ones, the ascriptions of properties according to the IVD 
scheme would be empirically no worse, for all the decompositions of 
the density operator representing a proper mixture of non-orthogonal 

 4) Their differences will be made clearer in the next section.
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states are empirical indistinguishable.
However, the empirical indistinguishability of all the decompositions 

of the density operator representing a proper mixture of non-orthogonal 
states does not establish their claim that the two schemes are 
empirically on a par with each other. If the proponents of the modal 
interpretation were concerned only about presenting an interpretation that 
conforms to statistical predictions of quantum mechanics, then their 
claim would follow, simply because ascriptions of properties do not 
matter at all in making statistical predictions. It is the statistical state, 
not properties which a system does actually or can possibly possess, that 
we use to make statistical predictions. But the modal interpretation has 
been proposed to solve the measurement problem, and what properties 
we ascribe to a system matters in solving it. So, in order to argue that 
the IVD scheme is empirically on a par with the DVD scheme, 
Vermaas and Dieks should also show that the solution to the 
measurement problem using the IVD scheme is empirically equivalent to 
the one using the DVD scheme. This is not the case, as I will show in 
§5.

Some might think that there is a way to avoid getting into this 
problem. They may argue that the above case does not establish any 
conflict between the VD rule and SI, because SI is not tenable in (and 
thus cannot be applied to) the case. They may say that SI is untenable 
for any case of proper mixtures resulting from mixing non-orthogonal 
states, because of the empirical indistinguishability of various 
decompositions of the density operator representing a proper mixture of 
non-orthogonal states, plus something like a doctrine that no claim can 
be true if it is empirically indistinguishable from its competitors. This 
argument is distinct from that of Vermaas and Dieks, though empirical 
indistinguishability plays a crucial role in both of the arguments. It does 
not bear the burden of Vermaas and Dieks’ argument that the solution 
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to the measurement problem using the IVD scheme should be equivalent 
to the one using the DVD scheme.

This argument fails, too. It is based on the presumption that SI yields 
the same property ascriptions as Vermaas and Dieks’ rule, whenever SI 
is applicable, like the cases discussed in §2 where a proper mixture 
results from mixing orthogonal states with all distinct weights. However, 
we will see in the next section that conflicts arise between the IVD and 
DVD schemes even when proper mixtures are prepared with 
non-degenerate orthogonal pure states, in which the appropriateness of SI 
is the least controversial.

4. Conflicts in case of non-degenerate orthogonal proper 
mixtures

In this section I present a case where different properties are ascribed 
to a proper mixture, which results from mixing orthogonal states with 
all distinct weights, depending on whether or not SI is applied to it. 
The state of such a proper mixture is represented by a density operator 
whose non-zero eigenvalues are all non-degenerate. Let us call such a 
mixture a non-degenerate orthogonal proper mixture.

Consider a composite system ω composed of two subsystems α and 
β. Let the Hilbert spaces for them be ℋω, ℋα, and ℋβ, respectively, 
where ℋω = ℋα⊗ℋβ. Let {|α1〉, |α2〉} and {|β1〉, |β2〉} be 
orthonormal sets of vectors of ℋα and ℋβ, respectively. Now suppose 
that ω is prepared to be a proper mixture of two individual systems 
whose states are represented by vectors |ω1〉 and |ω2〉 ∈ ℋω with 
weights ⅔ and ⅓, respectively.5) Then, the state of ω is represented by 

 5) The case can be presented in a way analogous to Vermaas and Dieks’ 
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the density operator Wω = ⅔|ω1〉〈ω1| + ⅓|ω2〉〈ω2|. And assume that

|ω1〉 = 


 (2|α1〉|β1〉 ‒ |α1〉|β2〉 + 2|α2〉|β1〉+ |α2〉|β2〉);

|ω2〉 = 


 (|α1〉|β1〉 ‒ 2|α2〉|β2〉).

Note that |ω1〉 and |ω2〉 are orthogonal. And 

Wα = Trβ(Wω) = 


(6|α1〉〈α1| + 3|α1〉〈α2| + 3|α2〉〈α1| + 9|α2〉〈α2|).

The normalized eigenvectors of Wα are |ϕ1〉= 


(|α1〉+


|α2〉) 

and |ϕ2〉= 


(|α1〉+


|α2〉) with eigenvalues λ1 = 


 and 

λ2 = 


, respectively, where C i’s are normalization factors. That 

is, Wα can be written as

Wα = λ1|ϕ1〉〈ϕ1| + λ2|ϕ2〉〈ϕ2|.

example in §3. Suppose, after the preparation, that the state of the whole 
system is c1|Rρ

1〉|Pπϕ〉|ϕω〉 + c2|Rρ
2〉|Pπφ〉|φω〉. Let |ϕω〉 and |φω〉 represent 

the two states of the entangled system ω composed of two subsystems α 
and β. That is, |ϕω〉 = |ω1〉and |ϕω〉 = |ω2〉. And let |c1|2 = ⅔ and |c2|2 = 
⅓. Then, applying SI as Vermaas and Dieks do, we can say that ω is 
either in |ω1〉 or in |ω2〉. If we do not apply SI, the statistical state of ω is 
represented by the density operator Wω = ⅔|ω1〉〈ω1| + ⅓|ω2〉〈ω2|. This 
reformulation of my argument shows that if Vermaas and Dieks’ argument 
for the discrepancy between the IVD and the DVD scheme holds, then so 
does my argument. For my argument does not, reformulated in this way, 
rest upon any other assumptions than those of Vermaas and Dieks’.
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Since |ϕ1〉〈ϕ1| and |ϕ2〉〈ϕ2| are mutually orthogonal projection 
operators and λ1 is distinct from λ2, the IVD scheme, by applying the 
VD rule directly to Wα, picks out the set {<λ1, |ϕ1〉〈ϕ1|>, <λ2, |ϕ2〉〈ϕ2|>} 
as the core property ascription to α.

On the other hand, the DVD scheme assigns multiple core property 
ascriptions to α, each of which is different from the one above. Since ω 
is actually prepared to be a mixture of two individual systems, we take 
ω, by applying SI first, to be either in  pure state |ω1〉 or in |ω2〉 with 
probabilities ⅔ and ⅓, respectively. This application of SI is the least 
controversial for |ω1〉 and |ω2〉 are orthogonal and the probabilities are 
distinct.

Then, consider the case where ω is actually in state |ω1〉. According 

to the VD rule, the core property ascription to α is {<


, 


(|α1〉+|α2〉)

(〈α1|+〈α2|)>, <


, 


(‒|α1〉+|α2〉)(‒〈α1|+〈α2|)>}, since

|ω1〉 =


 (2|α1〉|β1〉 ‒ |α1〉|β2〉 + 2|α2〉|β1〉+ |α2〉|β2〉)

= 


 [2(|α1〉+|α2〉)|β1〉  + (‒|α1〉+ |α2〉)|β2〉].

This core property ascription is in conflict with the one above given 
by the direct application of the VD rule to Wα.

On the other hand, in case ω is in |ω2〉, the core property ascription 

for α is {<


, |α1〉〈α1|>, <


, 


|α2〉〈α2|>}, which is also in conflict 

with the one given by the IVD scheme.
Note that we do not have to apply the VD rule when SI is applied. 

The restricted rule is enough. Also note that the restricted rule does/can 
not assign properties when it is applied to the density operator for the 
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proper mixture. Thus, if the core property ascription guided by SI is the 
correct one, then the VD rule directly applied to the density operator 
for the proper mixture produces a wrong result, whereas the restricted 
rule with the guidance of SI produces a right one. Then, this would 
undermine Vermaas and Dieks’ claim that the VD rule is superior to 
the restricted rule because the former is more widely applicable than the 
latter. 

I draw the following moral from this example: When a composite 
system ω is a non-degenerate orthogonal proper mixture, there is little 
doubt about the appropriateness of SI. Then, instead of assigning a core 
property ascription to ω based on the density operator representing ω’s 
statistical state, we should consider the separate cases in each of which 
ω is in a pure state, as dictated by SI, and to assign a core property 
ascription to each case separately. Even though the core property 
ascriptions of these various cases differ or conflict with each other, it is 
not counterintuitive at all. Rather we should think that there are several 
different sets of core property ascriptions, one of which is actually the 
case, depending on which pure state ω is in. This way of thinking does 
not violate the predictions of quantum mechanics, which can be very 
easily seen by noting the fact that it is the statistical operator, not 
property ascriptions, that yields predictions.

5. Empirical disparities

The example we have seen in the previous section shows that 
application of SI to proper mixtures, even when its adequacy is the 
least controversial, makes genuine differences in property ascriptions. 
Yet, it might be the case, as Vermaas and Dieks have argued, that 
those differences do not matter empirically. But this is not the case, as 
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will be shown in this section.
Suppose that some system σ is prepared to be a proper mixture of 

two individual systems in states |σ1〉 and |σ2〉 with weights p1 and p2. 
Then, the state of σ is represented by the density operator p1|σ1〉〈σ1| + 
p2|σ2〉〈σ2|. For simplicity, assume that |σ1〉 and |σ2〉 are orthogonal. Let 

us first consider the case where p1=p2=


. Suppose that σ interacts with 

a measurement device α and that the measurement interaction is 
so-called a von Neumann measurement. That is, letting |α0〉 be the 
initial state of α before the measurement interaction, and |α1〉 and |α2〉 
orthogonal states of α corresponding to definite pointer readings after 
the measurement, the composite system evolves as follows:

|σ1〉|α0〉 →|σ1〉|α1〉;
|σ2〉|α0〉 →|σ2〉|α2〉.

Thus, the state that represents the proper mixture after the 
measurement interaction is 

Wσα = 


|σ1〉|α1〉〈σ1|〈α1| + 


|σ2〉|α2〉〈σ2|〈α2|.

And the state of the measurement device α after the interaction is 

Wα = Trσ(Wσα) = 


|α1〉〈α1| + 


|α2〉〈α2|.

Now, the VD rule applied to Wα assigns α after the measurement 
interaction neither the property |α1〉〈α1| nor the property |α2〉〈α2|. This 
is an instance of the well-known result that most (if not all) versions of 
the modal interpretation employing the bi-orthogonal decomposition as a 
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tool for core property ascriptions are incapable of assigning definite 
pointer readings to measurement devices in case of degeneracy.

However, it is actually not the case that they have to suffer this 
difficulty, if the system being measured is a proper mixture. For 
example, the restricted rule guided by SI successfully explains the 
measurement results. Since system σ is initially a proper mixture, the 
final state of the total system after the measurement interaction is either 
in |σ1〉|α1〉 or in |σ2〉|α2〉. Then, the VD rule (or the restricted rule, 
since each of these states is pure) assigns α the property |α1〉〈α1| or 
the property |α2〉〈α2|. Thus, SI applied to proper mixtures provides a 
solution to the measurement problem in the case of degenerate proper 
mixtures, whereas the IVD scheme does not. Vermaas and Dieks’ 
argument that the IVD scheme is as empirically viable as the DVD 
scheme does not hold.

Some may say that such degenerate cases occur so rarely (with 
measure 0) that the superiority of schemes guided by SI over the IVD 
scheme is as meager as that much. Or one could raise the objection 
again that the degeneracy of the density operator makes SI untenable. 
Yet, even in non-degenerate cases, the IVD scheme suffers difficulties 
that can be avoided if proper and improper mixtures are treated 
differently. 

One of the difficulties occurs when the measurement is so-called 
error-prone, as follows. Suppose again that system σ is a proper mixture 
whose state is represented by the density operator p1|σ1〉〈σ1| + p2|σ2〉〈σ2|, 
where |σ1〉 and |σ2〉 are orthogonal, and p1≠p2. And suppose that an 
error-prone measuring apparatus α makes the composite system evolve 
as follows:

|σ1〉|α0〉 → |σα〉1 = |σ1〉(c1|α1〉+e1|α2〉);
|σ2〉|α0〉 → |σα〉2 = |σ2〉(e2|α1〉+c2|α2〉),
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where |ci|2+|ei|2=1 for i=1, 2, |α0〉 is the initial state of α before the 
measurement interaction, and |α1〉 and |α2〉 are orthogonal states of α 
corresponding to definite pointer readings. The terms with the 
coefficients e1 and e2 represent errors. The more accurate the 
measurement is, the smaller their magnitudes are.

The density operator that represents the state of the proper mixture 
after the measurement interaction is

Wσα  = p1|σα〉1〈σα|1 + p2|σα〉2〈σα|2.

Thus, the state of the measurement device α is given

Wα = Trσ(Wσα) = p1(c1|α1〉+e1|α2〉)(〈α1|c1
*+〈α2|e1

*) + p2(e2|α1〉
+c2|α2〉)(〈α1|e2

*+〈α2|c2
*) = a1|α1〉〈α1| + a2|α1〉〈α2| + a3|α2〉〈α1| 

+ a4|α2〉〈α2|,

where a1=p1|c1|2+p2|e2|2, a2=p1c1e1
*+p2e2c2

*, a3=p1e1c1
*+p2c2e2

*, and 
a4=p1|e1|2+ p2|c2|2. Now, the VD rule applied to Wα assigns α after the 
measurement interaction neither the property |α1〉〈α1| nor the property |α2〉〈α2|, 
as long as e1 and e2 are non-zero. As Albert and Loewer (1990) have 
argued, thus, the IVD scheme is incapable of explaining the result that 
after the measure measurement interaction, α has a definite pointer 
reading.

On the other hand, SI describes the same measurement process in a 
different way. Since system σ was initially a proper mixture, the final 
state of the total system after the measurement interaction is either |σα〉1 
= |σ1〉(c1|α1〉+e1|α2〉) or |σα〉2 = |σ2〉(e2|α1〉+c2|α2〉) with probabilities 
p1 and p2, respectively. Then by the VD rule (or by the restricted rule), 
α will have either the property |α1

*〉〈α1
*| or the property |α2

*〉〈α2
*|, 

where |α1
*〉=c1|α1〉+e1|α2〉 and |α2

*〉=e2|α1〉+c2|α2〉. Neither of these 
properties represents the measurement device having a definite pointer 
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reading, if e1 and e2 are non-zero. So far, the explanation of the 
measurement results provided by the DVD scheme seems no better than 
that by the IVD scheme.

But their differences emerge if we consider the so-called 
For-All-Practical-Purposes argument. In case e1 and e2 are very small, 
the properties of α ascribed by the DVD scheme are close to those 
corresponding to definite pointer readings. By contrast, the IVD scheme 
may end up with ascribing maximally different properties even if the 
magnitudes of e1 and e2 are very small. For example, if a1=a4≠a2=a3, 

then the eigenvectors of Wα are 


 (|α1〉+|α2〉) and 


 (|α1〉‒|α2〉). 

Thus, if a1=a4≠a2=a3, then whatever the magnitudes of e1 and e2 are, 
the IVD scheme ascribes α the projection operators corresponding to the 
above vectors, which do not commute with those corresponding to 
definite pointer readings. This is due to what Donald (1998) and 
Vermaas (1999) call the ‘instability’ of eigendecompositions of density 
operators. That is, what eigenprojections density operators will have is 
sensitive to very small fluctuations of their non-diagonal elements, 
especially when the differences among their diagonal elements are small.

Some may allege that this does not endow the DVD scheme with 
any advantage over the IVD scheme, since the latter can solve the 
problem of error-prone measurement in its own way, for example, by 
considering the effects of the environmental decoherence. Even if this 
kind of solution is overall successful, there are, however, reasons to 
prefer the DVD scheme to the IVD scheme. Suppose that the total 
system composed of σ, α, and the environment evolves as follows:

|σ1〉|α0〉|E0〉 → |σαE(t)〉1 = |σ1〉(c1|α1〉|E1(t)〉+e1|α2〉|E2(t)〉);
|σ2〉|α0〉|E0〉 → |σαE(t)〉2 = |σ2〉(e2|α1〉|E1(t)〉+c2|α2〉|E2(t)〉),
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where |E0〉 is the initial state of the environment before the 
measurement interaction, and |E1(t)〉 and |E2(t)〉 are the states of the 
environment at time t after the measurement interaction, which become 
orthogonal very fast. According to SI, system α at time t after the 
interaction is either in state

Wα
1(t) = TrσE(|σαE(t)〉1〈σαE(t)|1) 

      = |c1|2|α1〉〈α1| + c1e1
*〈E2(t)|E1(t)〉|α1〉〈α2| 

        + e1c1
*〈E1(t)|E2(t)〉|α2〉〈α1| + |e1|2|α2〉〈α2|,

or in state

Wα
2(t) = TrσE(|σαE(t)〉2〈σαE(t)|2) 

      = |e2|2|α1〉〈α1| + e2c2
*〈E2(t)|E1(t)〉|α1〉〈α2| 

        + c2e2
*〈E1(t)|E2(t)〉|α2〉〈α1| + |c2|2|α2〉〈α2|.

The off-diagonal terms of Wα
1(t) and Wα

2(t) approach zero 
exponentially. The difference between the coefficients of the on-diagonal 
terms in each case is much larger than the coefficients of the 
off-diagonal terms, if e1 and e2 are small. So, in each case, the 
properties ascribed to α converge rapidly to those corresponding to 
definite pointer readings.

Now consider the state α after the measurement interaction that would 
be gotten if we did not apply SI. It is 

Wα(t) = p2Wα
1(t) + p2Wα

2(t).

In this case, the coefficients of the on-diagonal terms are p1|c1|2+p2|e2|2 
(for the |α1〉〈α1| term) and p1|e1|2+p2|c2|2 (for the |α2〉〈α2| term). Then, 
the IVD scheme is haunted by the problem that the effects of 
decoherence are significantly delayed if the difference between the 
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coefficients of the on-diagonal terms is not much greater than the 
coefficients of the off-diagonal terms.6) For, even if ci’s are much 
greater than ei’s (i = 1 or 2), p1|c1|2+p2|e2|2 and p1|e1|2+p2|c2|2 can be 
almost equal. The IVD scheme suffers this problem whereas the DVD 
scheme does not.

Strictly speaking, this discrepancy is not actually a problem for the 
IVD scheme, if the process of decoherence is really delayed as 
predicted by it. If the delay time is measurable, then we will be able to 
verify which property ascription scheme is correct. If it is physically 
unmeasurable, Vermaas and Dieks must explain why ordinary 
measurement devices appear to yield definite results in quite a short 
time even though the delay time according to the IVD scheme can be 
significantly large. The DVD scheme does not have such a burden. 
Also, even if it is physically unmeasurable, the discrepancy of the delay 
time undermines Vermaas and Dieks’ claim that the distinction between 
proper and improper mixtures does not make any difference on 
empirical grounds. In contrast to differences of property ascriptions, 
differences of the delay time result in different ascriptions of states. If 
we understand the meaning of ‘empirical’ in the weak sense that 
systems in different states are empirically different regardless of 
measurability of the differences, then we can say that the distinction 
between proper and improper mixtures and application of SI matter 
empirically.

6. Implications

The fact that the VD rule should be applied to proper and improper 

 6) See Bacciagaluppi and Hemmo (1996), §§6, 8-9.
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mixtures discriminately has noteworthy implications on the following 
attempts to motivate and refute Vermaas and Dieks’ modal interpretation.

6.1 Clifton’s motivation theorem

Clifton (1995) tries to motivate the modal interpretation proposed by 
Vermaas and Dieks (1995).7) He presents four conditions that he says or 
argues are independently natural, and proves what he calls a ‘motivation 
theorem’ that the VD rule follows from the four conditions.

The four conditions impose restrictions on the candidates for the set 
of definite properties of a system in state W, in short, Def(W). The 
point relevant to our discussions is that they are applied to 
indiscriminately, that is, not only to systems in pure states and improper 
mixtures, but also to proper mixtures (see p. 45). Among the four, the 
first one (condition (1)) explicitly demands that Def(W) be determined 
solely by the statistical state of the system (p. 42). But the demand 
cannot be satisfied by Vermaas and Dieks’ modal interpretation if the 
VD rule should be applied discriminately to proper and improper 
mixtures in the way I have described: What properties a system can 
possibly possess cannot be determined solely by the statistical state of 
the system, but depends on whether the system is a proper or improper 
mixture. 

This is in itself not a serious problem. What Clifton tries to motivate 
is, in our terminology, the IVD scheme. Instead of it, Clifton’s 
motivation theorem can be used to derive the DVD scheme by 
modifying the four conditions so that they conform to SI for proper 
mixtures. For example, replace the first condition (and other conditions 
in a similar way) with the following: Def(W) is determined by its 

 7) Clifton says that he is trying to motivate the modal interpretation proposed 
by Kochen (1985) and Dieks (1989). Yet, what is actually motivated is a 
more generalized version that encompasses the VD rule.
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‘actual’ state; the actual state of a system in a pure state is the pure 
state; the actual state of an improper mixture is its statistical state; the 
actual state of a proper mixture is one that is among the choices that 
SI tells us. Then, we can easily see that the DVD scheme is derived 
from the modified conditions, because Clifton’s motivation theorem gives 
us the VD rule whatever the actual state of a given system is.

However, this modification of Clifton’s argument has its price.8) The 
first condition plays a crucial role in justifying the fourth condition 
(condition (4)), which is as follows:

For any [density operator] W, there should exist at least some 
(not necessarily orthogonal) set {Pk} of [projection operators 
corresponding to] pure states satisfying W = ∑k λkPk with ∑k 

λk=1, such that for every Pk ∈ {Pk}: Def(W) ⊆ Def(Pk) (p. 
45).

This condition looks, as Clifton says, very natural for proper mixtures 
for it is based on the idea that for any proper mixture in state W, 
“there should exist at least set {Pk} of pure states (satisfying W = ∑k 

λkPk and ∑k λk=1) with respect to which we can, if we want, say that 
in actual fact, each member of an ensemble of systems in state W is in 
one of the states {Pk}” (p. 44). However, condition (4) is not restricted 
to proper mixtures. It should hold for any system, Clifton says, for the 
following reason.

[G]iven just any old statistical operator W, it is not possible 
to tell out of what circumstances it arose, and so impossible 
to distinguish it as proper or improper. Thus whatever formal 
conditions on Def(W) – such as (4) – we say should be 

 8) Another price is that this reformulation of Clifton’s motivation theorem 
makes one accept SI, which one does not have to in the original format.
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satisfied at least when W is proper, must also be satisfied 
when W arises as an improper mixture, because the set 
Def(W) we pick out can only depend on W. Since any W 
one might entertain could have arisen as a proper mixture, 
condition (4) must then hold quite generally for any W (ibid.).

This justification of condition (4) does not work in the modified 
argument. We do not have no longer a good reason to believe that a 
condition appropriate for proper mixtures must be so for improper 
mixtures. The modified argument is based on the idea that proper and 
improper mixtures should be treated differently.

Thus, there is a dilemma. On the one hand, if one wants to keep the 
original argument of Clifton’s and tries to defend the IVD scheme, then 
she faces the challenge that proper and improper mixtures should be 
dealt with differently. On the other hand, if one tries to modify 
Clifton’s argument to motivate the DVD scheme in the way we have 
described, then she ends up with an incomplete argument: she has a 
burden to show that a modification of condition (4) in accordance with 
SI is independently natural.

6.2 Refuting Vermaas-Dieks’ modal interpretation

Donald (1998) presents an argument to refute Vermaas and Dieks’ 
modal interpretation, an argument that the property ascriptions given by 
the VD rule do not, in general, coincide with what decoherence theory 
prescribes. His argument is based on several examples, one of which is 
as follows (pp. 220-1).

Consider a particle of mass m in a harmonic potential in one 
dimension. The Schrödinger equation is
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At temperature T, the density operator representing the state of the 
particle is 
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where β = 1/kT. In the position basis, ρβ can be expanded 
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Thus, since 
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 in the high temperature limit,   

is nearly diagonal, and hence represents a highly localized state.
By contrast, the eigenfunctions |ψn〉’s of ρβ, i.e., the eigenfunctions 

of a harmonic oscillator, are highly delocalized. Thus, if the VD rule 
were true, then the particle would have a property represented by one 
of |ψn〉〈ψn|’s, and so, whatever property it actually would have, it 
would be highly delocalized.

Donald says that this example demonstrates that property ascriptions 
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given by the VD rule can diverge from what decoherence theory tells 
us. Yet, it is dubitable that the example actually does so. We have seen 
in previous sections that the VD rule yields different property ascriptions 
to proper mixtures depending on whether or not SI is applied. And it is 
the DVD scheme that Vermaas and Dieks are actually committed to. 
Thus, in order to show a disagreement between the VD rule and 
decoherence theory, the VD rule should be applied to improper mixtures 
or to proper mixtures with the guidance of SI. However,    in 

the above example does not seem to represent an improper mixture. A 
thermal state like ρβ represents a system being in thermal equilibrium 
with a heat bath at temperature T, and is gotten by taking into various 
statistical considerations, and so usually considered to a long time 
average, not a state of any particular individual system at any given 
time. If ρβ were actually a state that would represent an improper 
mixture, then every harmonic oscillator with the same Hamiltonian and 
thermal equilibrium conditions as those of the example would actually 
be in one and the same state, which is quite counterintuitive. Thus, ρβ 
is likely to represent a proper mixture, and so one cannot conclude 
from the example that there is a conflict between the VD rule and 
decoherence theory, for the VD rule should not be applied to proper 
mixtures like ρβ without the guidance of SI.

On the other hand, this problem does not nullify what Donald tries to 
show with his examples. The point that the property ascriptions of the 
VD rule clash with decoherence theory can be demonstrated with the 
models that decoherence theorist have actually developed. And 
Bacciagaluppi (2000)’s example is such a one. Using Joos and Zeh’s 
model of decoherence (Joos and Zeh (1985)), Bacciagaluppi shows that 
there is a genuine model of decoherence theory that does not go hand 
in hand with the VD rule, and says, “[g]iven the widespread application 
of continuous models of decoherence, and in particular their use in 
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arguments for the emergence of classical properties and behaviour, this 
result ... constitutes a most convincing argument against the physical 
adequacy of [the VD rule]” (p. 1442). 

Bacciagaluppi’s argument seems free from the above problem of 
Donald’s example.9) Another way of phrasing the problem of the 
Donald’s example is that    is not a state obtained by applying 

‘decoherence theory’, even though it is a “decoherent density operator” 
as Donald puts it (p. 220), in the sense that it has little coherence (or 
negligibly small off-diagonal terms). Many decoherence theorists make it 
clear that the state of a system in question given by decoherence theory 
applies not just to statistical ensembles but to individual systems. And 
so, for example, phase averaging in thermal ensembles, or dephasing, 
should be clearly distinguished by the processes described by 
decoherence theory, for “the method does not apply to individual 
measurements,” which “must lead to strong entanglement in the 
individual quantum states for initial superpositions” (Zeh 2003, pp. 
384-5). Thus, genuine models of decoherence theory are aimed to be 
applied to individual systems that are improper mixtures entangled with 
environment. And these models are ones which the VD rule can be 
directly applied to. Thus, we can conclude that the discrepancy between 

 9) Bacciagaluppi and Hemmo (1996) seem to have the same worry about 
Donald’s examples and think that Bacciagaluppi (2000)’s one is immune to 
it. They say, “Notice that Joos and Zeh (1985) do not assume a thermal 
state for the environment. Their derivation assumes only a certain symmetry 
in the state of the environment, which can however be a pure state. Had 
the master equation been derived assuming a mixed state of the 
environment, such as a thermal state (which is already highly degenerate), 
the relevance of the results to the modal interpretation would have been 
questionable”(p. 264). They do not explain why the relevance would have 
been questionable in such a case. This paper illustrates at least one reason 
why that is so.
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decoherence theory and the VD rule in Bacciagaluppi’s example casts a 
serious challenge to the VD rule, while Donald’s examples fail to do 
so.

7. Conclusion

Referring to the discrepancy in §3 which Vermaas and Dieks discuss, 
Clifton (1995) has remarked, “we can’t expect a [type of the modal 
interpretation based on the VD rule] to reproduce all that the standard 
wisdom says about proper mixtures” (p. 46). Yet, as we have seen, 
none of the standard wisdom about proper mixtures, if there is any, is 
saved by the direct application of the VD rule to proper mixtures. A 
due respect for the distinction between proper and improper mixtures 
does not permit an exception for the modal interpretation. Neglect of 
these points may lead to use of inadequate arguments and examples to 
motivate and refute Vermaas and Dieks’ modal interpretation. Moreover, 
these points show that application of their modal interpretation is 
practically difficult. Its application requires knowledge of whether a 
given system is a proper or improper mixture, which is often hard to 
come by.
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Appendix: Full Property Ascriptions and Proper Mixtures

The appendix deals with cases where conflicts arise between SI and 
the modal interpretation in a way different from the one presented in 
§§3-4. And the cases are not just about the VD rule, but they show 
that any version of the modal interpretation should give heed to the 
distinction between proper and improper mixtures. To see the point, we 
need a distinction Vermaas (1999) makes. As we have seen above, a 
rule of property ascription like the VD rule, given a density operator, 
picks out a set, called a core property ascription, of ordered-tuples of 
probabilities and projection operators. But projection operators appearing 
in a core property ascription do not cover all properties that Vermaas 
and Dieks’s modal interpretation and its variants ascribe to a system. 
They usually ascribe additional properties represented by projection 
operators that are not in a core property ascription, but in a set 
generated by the core property ascription. Vermaas calls such a set a 
full property ascription (pp. 29, 63ff). Thus, what properties the modal 
interpretation assigns to a system depends not only on a rule for core 
property ascriptions but also on that for full property ascriptions. 

For example, some stipulate that the set of projection operators 
representing all the properties a system can definitely possess or not 
possess be the Boolean algebra obtained by closing the set of projection 
operators in the core property ascription under ortho-complementation, 
meet, and join, where the three operations are defined in the usual way 
– Kochen (1985) is such an example (see p. 161).

Now, consider a proper mixture σ whose state is Wα = p1P1+p2P2, 
where Pi’s are projection operators and p1+p2=1. The core property 
ascription to σ is {<p1, P1>, <p2, P2>}. This stipulation of full property 
ascription generates first the set S:
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S  = {O, P1, P2, P1+P2, I−P1, I−P2, I−(P1+P2), I},

where O and I are the null and the identity operators, respectively. S is 
interpreted as follows. Let hi be an assignment of value 1 to Pi and 0 
to other elements in the core property ascription. Let hi

* be a 
homomorphism from S to {0, 1}, which extends hi such that it assigns 
a value to each projection operator in S in the usual way. 0 and 1 are 
values representing definite possession and non-possession of the 
property represented by the projection operator, respectively. Then, the 
system definitely possesses the properties represented by the projection 
operators in S that are assigned value 1 by hi, and definitely does not 
possess the properties represented by the projection operators in S that 
are assigned value 0 by hi.

Without the guidance of SI, this rule of full property ascription 
describes our system as follows: System σ possesses the properties in 
{P1, P1+P2, I−P2, I} or the properties in {P2, P1+P2, I−P1, I}. Note 
that if the dimension of the Hilbert space for σ is larger than 2, then 
P1≠I−P2 and P2≠I−P1. That is, according to this full property 
ascription, it is possible for σ to possess the property represented by I−
P1 (or the property I−P2), which is distinct both from P1 and from P2.

Contrast this result with the one that is obtained when SI is applied 
to σ. Since σ is in the pure state P1 or in P2, the core property 
ascription is either <1, P1> or <1, P2>. The sets generated by these two 
according to the rule for full property ascription are {O, P1, I−P1, I} 
and {O, P2, I−P2, I}, respectively. So the set of definite properties σ 
can possibly possess is either {P1, I} or {P2, I}. In neither case, σ 
possesses the property represented by I−P1 (or by I−P2).

This discrepancy occurs for the following reason. When the rule for 
full property ascriptions is applied without the guidance of SI, σ’s 
possession of the property I−P1 is possible exactly due to its definite 
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non-possession of the property P2. On the other hand, when SI is 
applied, the rule of full property ascription is silent about the definite 
non-possession of the property P2. If σ is in state P1, then the rule says 
nothing about the possession or non-possession of the property P2. On 
the other hand, if σ is in state P2, then it definitely possesses the 
property P2.

Some may think that the discrepancy arises because the rule for full 
property ascriptions we have discussed is too restricted. Yet, a similar 
problem occurs even for a seemingly more widely accepted rule that 
ascribes more properties. Consider Clifton (1995)’s suggestion. According 
to it, the set of definite properties a system σ in state Wσ can possibly 
possess or not possess is

{Qσ|Qσ = Qσ
1+Qσ

2, Qσ
1 = BAG(SR(Wσ)), Qσ

2 = N(Wσ)},

where SR(Wσ) is the set of projection operators occurring in the spectral 
resolution of Wσ (that is, the set of projection operators appearing in 
σ’s core property ascription by the VD rule); BAG(SR(Wσ)) is the 
Boolean algebra generated by SR(Wσ); N(Wσ) is the null space of Wσ 
(that is, N(Wσ) = {Rσ|RσWσ = O}). This set can be equivalently 
described as the closure (under the three operations) of the union of the 
set C = {Pi|i = 1, 2, ..., n} of the projection operators in σ’s core 
property ascription and the set of all projection operators orthogonal to 
every element of C – such a set is called the faux-Boolean algebra 
(Dickson (1995)) or the X-form set (Zimba and Clifton (1998)), 
generated by C. Though a faux-Boolean algebra is not Boolean, there 
exists a homomorphism from it to {0, 1}.

Let us see what properties this rule of Clifton’s will ascribe to 
system σ, when applied directly to the density operator representing the 
proper mixture. The following is the set of properties σ can definitely 
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possess or definitely not possess:

S* = {0, P1, P2, P1+P2} ∪ {Q|Q(P1+P2)=O} ∪ 
{Q|Q(P1+P2)=P1+P2}.

The second set in the union is the set of all the projection operators 
orthogonal to P1 and P2, and the third is the set of all the projection 
operators into the subspaces that encompass the subspace corresponding 
to P1+P2. Now consider a projection operator P* onto one-dimensional 
subspace, which is orthogonal to P1, but not to P2. P* is not included in 
the set S*.

On the other hand, if we apply SI to the proper mixture, we get the 
following two sets:

S*
1

 = {0, P1} ∪ {Q|QP1=O} ∪ {Q|QP1=P1};
S*

2
 = {0, P2} ∪ {Q|QP2=O} ∪ {Q|QP2=P2}.

The first represents the set of definite properties σ definitely possess 
or not possess in case σ is in state P1, and the second in case σ is in 
state P2. And P* is included in S*

1, for it is orthogonal to P1. That is, 
it is possible for σ to definitely not possess P* by possessing the 
property P1.

That is, when Clifton’s rule for full property ascriptions is applied to 
the density operator representing the proper mixture, the definite 
possession and non-possession of the property P* is excluded because it 
is not orthogonal to P2 and does not encompass P1+P2. But, in case 
Clifton’s rule is applied to each case of the pure states, the property P* 

is included in the set of definite properties of σ since it is orthogonal 
to one of the projection operators representing the pure states. In the 
former rule for full property ascriptions, we have seen that fewer 
definite properties are ascribed when SI is applied. In this latter case of 
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Clifton’s rule, more definite properties are ascribed with the guidance of 
SI.

Certainly, there can be a rule for full property ascriptions that assigns 
the same set of definite properties regardless of the application of SI – 
Vermaas (1999)’s own rule is such a one. But the lesson is clear. The 
modal interpretation cannot naively assume that the distinction between 
proper and improper mixtures does not matter, even in case density 
operators representing the proper mixtures in question are non-degenerate 
and orthogonal ones.
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ARTICLE ABSTRACTS

양자역학의 양상 해석과 정식/비정식 혼합 사이의 구분 

이 충 형   

딕스와 버마스가 제안한 양자역학의 양상 해석은 정식 혼합(proper 

mixture)과 비정식 혼합(improper mixture)에 서로 상이한 방식으로 적

용되어야 한다는 점을 논증한다. 정식 혼합에 딕스와 버마스의 양상 규칙

을 적용하는 두 가지 방식(무지 해석을 따르는 것과 그렇지 않은 것)을 

구분하고 이 둘이 경험적으로 차이가 나는 서로 다른 속성들을 대상계에 

부여한다는 점을 보인다. 그리고 이 구분이 딕스와 버마스의 양상 규칙을 

유도하거나 반박하려는 시도들에 대해 갖는 함의를 논의한다.

주요어: 양자역학의 양상 해석, 정식/비정식 혼합, 무지 해석, 결어긋남




